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"I&apos;ve done everything wrong, Finn. From day one. It was the only way I knew how to be with

you and still be worthy of you. But I see now that I never really was." --CallanVengeance. It&apos;s

the one thing on ex-cop Rhys Tellar&apos;s mind and he&apos;s spent every day of his two year

prison sentence planning how he&apos;ll bring down the former lover and partner who sold him out

and cost four people their lives. A six month parole stint working at the CB Bar Ranch in

Southwestern Montana should be the easiest thing he&apos;s ever done. But the last thing he

expects is to feel something for both the charismatic ranch hand who befriends him and the

enigmatic foreman who&apos;s pretending to be something he&apos;s not.A future. That&apos;s

what Finn Stewart wants, but to have it he must leave behind the man he wants above all others, his

very straight boss and best friend, Callan Bale. As the only openly gay man in a small, homophobic

community, Finn has to fight every day to be who he is and walking away is starting to seem like the

easier path. Until Rhys Tellar shows up and changes everything.A Lie. Callan Bale&apos;s entire

life has been about hiding the man he really is and it&apos;s about to cost him the one person

who&apos;s managed to worm his way past the walls he&apos;s spent years putting up. But

choosing Finn would mean giving up everything he&apos;s worked for and breaking the promises

he&apos;s made. At least losing the younger man to Rhys means Finn can have the life he

deserves.Three men. Three choices. One chance at finding home.Note: This book contains M/M/M

sexual content and is intended for mature audiences***This is Book 1 in the series, but can be read

as a stand-alone story - no cliffhangers.***Book 1 - Finding Home (M/M/M)Book 2 - Finding Trust

(M/M)Book 3 - Finding Peace (M/M)Book 4 - Finding Forgiveness (M/M)
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There aren't that many MMM books out there. And of those not that many worth the time.This one

was.It was a short, heartwarming story about three guys trying to find home. And themselves. And

found each other in the process.Sweet, beautiful Finn. The younger of the three, ostracized by the

small minded people in town for being who he is. He's lost of sorts... doesn't know how to start

living.Hot, struggling Callan. Robbed of the chance to be himself by force, he's fighting a

never-ending war inside himself, failing at finding the courage he needs to just be happy.And sexy,

strong Rhys. A man in search of a second chance to life. He gets to Cal's ranch looking for a job

and after turning both Cal and Finn inside out, what Rhys finds is a home. In these two tortured,

sweet, beautiful men.They are so hot together that I want to read this all over again. Fcking hell

these men were smocking!And it's a short story but still you feel the buildup to their feelings for each

other. I think cause the story shares all of their POV, keeps switching. That makes you feel the

connection to one another. And to you.You get to feel how they saved each other, from themselves

mostly. And they get a most needed and deserved HEA.It was captivating. I loved every minute of it
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This review covers Book 1 and Book 2 of the Finding Series. It's not a lazy man's way out--it's just

that if you grafted Book 2 onto Book 1's ending, you'd have a longer book, and you do need a break

after the first one to catch your breath, if not your perspective."Finding Home" brings us the usual

angst of three gay men who do not know anything other than to hide the fact that they are deeply

attracted to each other without any of them knowing because, well, a ranch in homophobic Montana

is a hell of a big closet.The way Ms. Kennedy gets Rhys and Callan and Finn to not only notice, but

also interact, with each other brings fire and brimstone down on them, of course, when word leaks

out.This is especially true after the new veterinarian in town, widower Dean Winters, comes out

publically in a superb confrontation at the local general store--with his baby daughter virtually in his

arms. This is a heck of a speech, and it proves to be the crucial page in both books, because

Dean's story is expanded upon and fully developed in "Finding Trust."Heck of a two-book set.



I really enjoyed this book. I found the MC's x-cop e-con Rhys, Cowboy's Cal in the closet & Finn out

of the closet, super hot!The story was well written and a great read for me. These guys are strong

but caring of each other yum!Three guys working at finding happiness no matter the hate bigotry

and destruction they have to overcome to make a life together.Looking forward to Dane & Jax's

story.Love the cover!!!

Wow, what a great start to what looks like will be an awesome series!! Loved the story line, loved

the characters, woo where these men hot! Loved their dialogue and the descriptions to details were

done nicely.There was a lil bit of mystery, a lil bit of deception, a lil bit of heart ache and a whole lot

of m/m/m sexy bits. They were HOT! As in chair squirming hotness. Break out the fans or other

things if you see fit.Emotions flowed and tempers flared with this one. Thankfully we got a HEA as

well. This was written as a multi pov and can be read as a stand alone.All in all, a fanfreakintastic

read.Would I recommend this book? Yes!Would I read more from this author? Yes!Sassy Beta

Reading & Review

I absolutely love books with 3 leading men, especially when they are as heartwarming as Finding

Home. Finn stole my heart and kept it all throughout the book. Callan broke my heart and Rhys

wormed his way right between the two. Loved it and the series.

I really enjoyed this story and had me wondering throughout what was going to happen next and

how were they going to deal with it. This book is a winner and I will definitely read the next book in

this series. I find it difficult at times to locate Sloane Kennedy's books and hope this problem will be

corrected not only on  but the other book sites too.

This book is cranked in overdrive with the WOW! factor.Menage done right! And did I

mention...Cowboys?This is a beautifully written story. Fantastic characters and a true love

story.Although the story is done often, the closeted gay man, the homophobes in a small town, etc.

It was done right. Man, when Callan comes out, he comes out strong!The love between these three

men was believable and had me pumping my fists in the air more than once. They are absolutely

fantastic together!Worthy of many rereads. This is a definite comfort read for me! 5 starsNow onto

Dane & Jax's story!



It's rare to find an MMM story that is actually a story, and a romantic one at that, rather than just

some 10 page erotica with horrendous editing and no plot. This was far from that.There were a few

things that were a bit of a stretch for me. For instance, the insta-lust that had Rhys & Finn practically

in each other's pants in less than a day, when Finn had never touched any man up til then. He

hadn't even gone out of town to find someone discreetly as Call an had done in the past. Also, Rhys

being so hot that Finn slept with him after 24 hours and Callan making out with him after maybe a

week when he'd been able to resist the man he loved for almost a decade. Lastly, because Finn

forgave Callan & Rhys long enough to have sex, but then decided to be angry again and run

away.Other than that, it was all good. Not enough editing issues to make a big deal about. I'm

willing to read the next story in the series.
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